LEAVE A LASTING LEGACY
TSS & Old Boys Community,

BUY A LECTURE THEATRE SEAT

The Lecture Theatre requires 220 special seats
for operations and this unique opportunity offers
you the chance to “buy a seat” for $750. You
will receive a tax receipt for your donation and
acknowledgement of your support with your
family name on a plaque.

We are pleased to announce that the Stumm Library Redevelopment is
on schedule to be open and operating for our current boys before the
completion of Term 3. The additional learning spaces and resources
available within the new building will offer excellent benefits to the boys
and staff, producing an advanced facility for many decades to come.
I am also very pleased that another of our strategic projects is soon to be completed. When I was
developing the TSS Strategic Plan in 2005/06, part of the vision was to have learning facilities that
offered the best opportunities for boys to engage in the most productive types of learning activities
that TSS could provide. The Broomhead Lecture Theatre is one of the most progressive facilities for
learning and teaching TSS has undertaken. It will be a corner stone for the school’s academic programs
and help our teaching staff to deliver an increasingly transformative transition to tertiary studies for many
boys for generations to come.
I convey my sincere appreciation to those donors who have chosen to support this project with a
tax-deductible gift and I will be pleased to share more about that support with our community in
due course when we recognise all gifts we have received so far.
For those who would still
consider supporting this
historic initiative, we ask you to
consider making a gift to “leave
a lasting legacy” through the
final stage of the campaign.
We would happily accept
more donations and there are
a number of ways we can still
recognise this support.

NAME OPPORTUNITIES (LEARNING SPACES)

As the opportunity has not been specifically
available before, we wish to also highlight
that there are a few opportunities still available
within the Library learning, breakout and
resource spaces.
Should you wish to discuss these opportunities
further, please contact the Director of
Philanthropy, Mr Bruce Wright, as he can provide
more information on these opportunities that
may be of interest.
It has been exciting hearing feedback from the
boys and from staff about the innovative ways
they will use the new Theatre to further advance
learning and teaching. Thank you again to those
who have already made a gift towards this project.
Yours sincerely,

Greg Wain
Headmaster

For more information please contact Bruce Wright Director of Philanthropy P 07 55319891 E Bruce.Wright@tss.qld.edu.au W philanthropy.tss.qld.edu.au

